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Abstract—An innovative method for antenna arrays beam conﬁguration is presented. In the proposed method, every element of the array
is connected to its feed through a switch, so that it can be active or
passive, depending on the switch position. Pattern reconﬁgurability is
achieved by appropriately switching on or oﬀ the array elements. The
optimal conﬁguration of the switches for each of the radiated patterns,
as well the common voltages of the active elements, is calculated by
using a genetic algorithm. For each conﬁguration, the currents in the
driven and parasitic elements are determined, via their self and mutual
impedances, by inversion of the impedance matrix. In the presented
examples, the method has been applied to both linear and planar arrays of parallel dipoles that switch the power pattern from a pencil
to a ﬂat-topped beam (linear array) or to a footprint pattern (planar
array).
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1. INTRODUCTION
Antenna pattern reconﬁgurability is considered as a major issue for
satellite communications. Satellite operators are willing to optimise
the overall capacity of their spacecraft ﬂeet. This requires the capacity
of traﬃc reassignment either just before launch or preferably in ﬂight.
Antenna array pattern reconﬁguration is usually achieved by
changing the relative amplitudes and/or phases of the excitations
of its radiating elements [1–7].
In [8], pattern reconﬁguration
is obtained using an optimal set of element-perturbed positions.
However, these approaches often require the design of beam-forming
networks of considerable complexity. A recent work achieved pattern
reconﬁguration by performing a mechanical displacement of a parasitic
array located in front of an active one [9]. The method calculates
the currents in the driven and parasitic elements via their self and
mutual impedances: their design leads to the desired radiation pattern
change, thus achieving the antenna system reconﬁgurability. However,
it has been found that the parasitic array must be very near to
the driven array to obtain good results, which may complicate the
implementation of the mechanical system that is required to move the
parasitic elements. Besides, the method is not useful for applications
that require real-time reconﬁgurability. In [10], parasitic elements were
used in the design of a wide scanning phase array antenna.
In this paper we present a method that performs antenna array
pattern reconﬁguration by appropriately switching on or oﬀ the array
elements of an array composed of parallel dipoles. A “switched on”
element is connected to the feed and performs as a driven element,
whereas a “switched oﬀ” element is disconnected from the feed and
performs as a parasitic element. The required beam-forming network
using this method is much simpler than in previous approaches of array
pattern reconﬁguration.
2. THE ANTENNA ARRAY
Consider a square-meshed array with d inter-element spacing,
composed by N λ/2-dipoles parallel to the z axis and placed on the
y = 0 plane (Fig. 1). Each dipole is connected to the feed through a
switch, so it can be active (with feeding voltage Vn ) or passive, as Fig. 2
shows. Modifying the switches conﬁguration changes the conﬁguration
(number and location) of driven/parasitic elements: accordingly, the
currents of both driven and parasitic dipoles are modiﬁed owing to the
mutual coupling.
Computation of the radiation diagram requires evaluation of the
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Figure 1. Geometry of the array of dipoles. For reference, a
spherical system of coordinates (r, θ, φ) is also depicted, for subsequent
computation of the radiated ﬁeld.

Figure 2. Layout of the switched array.
current distribution. This can be accomplished by using the following
matrix equation:
[V ] = [Z] [I] ⇒ [I] = [Z]−1 [V ]

(1)

where [V ] is the (known) vector of the complex voltages applied to
the driven and parasitic elements (see below), [I] is the (unknown)
vector of the relative complex excitations of both the driven and the
parasitic elements, and [Z] the impedance matrix. The entries of the
latter are calculated by using a commercial software tool based on the
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method of moments [11] as far as the self-impedances Znn of centrefed cylindrical dipoles are concerned, whereas the mutual impedances
Zmn are calculated using analytical expressions. Speciﬁcally, the
mutual impedance Zmn of two centre-fed dipoles with lengths 2lm and
2ln located at (xm , ym , zm ) and (xn , yn , zn ) are calculated using the
expression given in [12, p. 332] for slender dipoles, when a sinusoidal
current distribution is assumed:
 ln  −jkr

1
e
j30
e−jkr2
Zmn =
+
sin klm sin kln −ln
r1
r2


e−jkr
sin[k(ln − |ζ|)]dζ [ohm]
−2 cos kln
(2)
r
where:

1/2

r = (xm − xn )2 + (ym − yn )2 + (zm − zn + ζ)2

1/2
r1 = (xm − xn )2 + (ym − yn )2 + (zm − zn + ζ − ln )2
1/2

r2 = (xm − xn )2 + (ym − yn )2 + (zm − zn + ζ + ln )2

The deﬁnitions of the variables are given in Fig. 3.

Figure 3. Geometry of two parallel dipoles deﬁning the variables of
Equation (2).
It is not worth calculating the mutual impedances by using the
method of moments (MoM). As a matter of fact, we found that the
values obtained with the expression (2) are quite similar to those
obtained by the MoM. Besides, the latter method is not appropriate
for its use in a genetic algorithm because it is very slow. Regarding
to the self-impedances, since there are only two diﬀerent dipoles (see
next paragraph), they have been previously calculated using [11] and
then tabulated on the genetic algorithm.
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Since parasitic dipoles are disconnected from the feed, they have
no input currents at their gaps. However, if we set I = 0 for parasitic
dipoles in (1), we are not taking into account their contribution to the
radiated pattern. Although the input currents of the parasitic dipoles
are zero, the driven elements induce currents along the arms of the
parasitic dipoles that do contribute to the radiated pattern of the array.
In order to calculate these currents correctly (and thus the radiated
pattern), we have modelled every parasitic dipole using the “extra
port” method described in [13]. In this method each parasitic dipole
is divided into two sub-dipoles (each of length λ/4) and we deﬁne an
extra ports at the centre of each sub-dipole. A parasitic dipole with a
zero input current is equivalent to two sub-dipoles with a zero voltage
at their centres: a null voltage at the extra port yields a maximum
current at this point that falls to the edges of each sub-dipoles (see
Fig. 4). Accordingly, by setting zero voltages at the extra ports, the
current at the centre of the parasitic dipoles becomes negligible. By
virtue of the above, the known quantities in the matrix equation (1)
are the input voltages applied to the driven elements and the input
voltages, equal to zero, of each sub-dipole of the parasitic elements.
The unknown quantities are the input currents of the active elements
and the induced currents at the centre (input of extra ports) of each
sub-dipole. Using the “extra port” method, the number of dipoles to
compute is no longer N , but N + P , being P the number of parasitic
dipoles (switched oﬀ), because we have to consider N − P driven λ/2dipoles and 2P parasitic λ/4-dipoles.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4. Schematic representation of “extra port” method. (a)
Original dipole array: dipole 1, driven element; dipole 2, parasitic
element. (b) Current distribution on the dipoles when dipole 1 is
excited; (c) Deﬁnition of extra ports (dot points) on the parasitic
dipole.
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The resulting current distribution depends on: i) the conﬁguration
of the switches since it determines those dipoles that are performing
as driven or parasitic elements; ii) the complex voltages {V1 ,V2 ,
. . . ,VN −P } applied to the driven elements. These elements are the
design parameters to compute the radiation diagram F (θ, φ) of the
considered antenna system by following the conventional approach:
F (θ, φ) =

N
+P


Im exp {jk (xm sin θ cos φ + zm cos θ)} · fm (θ)

(3)

m=1

with the m-th driven or parasitic dipole located at (xm , 0, zm ) and
fm (θ) being the element factor of dipole m with length 2lm [12]:
fm (θ) =

−2
[cos (klm cos θ) − cos (klm )]
k sin θ

(4)

In Equations (3) and (4), because of applying the “extra port”
method, 2lm = λ/2 and 2lm = λ/4 for driven and parasitic dipoles,
respectively. Besides, the centers of parasitic dipoles are vertically
displaced ±λ/8 from the centers of the driven ones. In the calculation
of the radiation pattern, we assumed a sinusoidal distribution of
current also on the λ/4 dipoles, as a result of numerical simulations
performed by the MoM [11].
For two prescribed diagrams, a genetic algorithm [14] is used to
calculate the optimal conﬁguration of the switches, as well as the
complex voltages of the driven elements, to synthesise each pattern.
It is noteworthy that the voltages of driven elements are common in
both patterns. This method is capable of attaining additional desired
features: in the presented example, the minimization of the maximum
variation of active impedances of driven elements, |ΔRe(ZnA )|max
and |ΔIm(ZnA )|max , when the antenna switches between patterns, is
implemented.
When a ground plane is placed behind the array (y < 0) to
concentrate the radiation toward only one hemisphere of the space,
the considerations from the image principle are applied to the self and
mutual impedances evaluation. For a ground plane located λ/4 behind
the array, the whole of the above analysis holds if Znn is replaced by
 ), where Z  is the mutual impedance between the n-th
(Znn − Znn
nn
 ), where Z 
dipole and its image, and Znm is replaced by (Znm − Znm
nm
is the mutual impedance between the n-th dipole and the image of
the m-th dipole. The pattern of a dipole plus ground plane, in the
half-space y > 0, is the pattern of an isolated dipole multiplied by
the factor 2j sin(kh sin θ sin φ) [12]: in this case the expression of the
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element factor (4) must be replaced by:
fm (θ) =

−4j sin(kh sin θ sin φ)
[cos (klm cos θ) − cos (klm )]
k sin θ

(5)

where h is the distance from the dipoles to the ground plane.
The above described method has been validated by using the
MoM [11]. Considering small antennas composed by a few driven and
parasitic dipoles, we have found that the currents and the patterns
obtained by using the proposed method are essentially the same than
those obtained by using the MoM.
3. OPTIMIZATION BY USING A GENETIC
ALGORITHM
Genetic algorithms are a class of very powerful search methods which
are based on stochastic and non deterministic approach and are
widely used for non-diﬀerentiable function minimizations, that is, for
numerical optimization problems in which gradient-based methods are
failed. These optimization algorithms have been recently applied to
many electromagnetic problems [15–19].
For the purposes of optimization by a genetic algorithm, the design
parameters can be described by a chromosome χ made up of 2N + 2
genes (Fig. 5). The ﬁrst two genes, each of length N bits, encode the
conﬁguration of the N switches of the antenna for each pattern (the
value ‘1’ indicates a driven element whereas the value ‘0’ indicates a
parasitic one). The additional 2N genes, each of length 6 bits, encode
the N amplitudes and N phases of the complex voltages applied to
driven elements.
The amplitudes |Vn | of the N complex voltages are related to the

χ = { 10...1 00...1 010001 ... 010101 110110 ... 101101 }
h1: N bits h2: N bits

Switches
configuration for
both patterns

h3: 6 bits

hN+2: 6 bits

Amplitudes of the complex
voltages applied to the
driven elements

hN+3: 6 bits

h2N+2: 6 bits

Phases of the complex
voltages applied to the
driven elements

Figure 5. An example of the layout of the (2N + 2)-gene chromosome
describing the conﬁguration of the switches for both patterns and the
amplitudes and phases of the complex voltages applied to the driven
elements.
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bits of the gene by
|Vn | = 10−a/20 ,

a=

6


2q−3 hn+2 (q),

n = 1, 2, . . . N

(6)

q=1

where hn+2 (q) is the value of the q-th bit of the (n + 2)-th gene of the
chromosome. Each gene thus encodes |Vn | in steps of 0.25 dB in the
range [−15.75, 0] dB relative to the maximum amplitude.
The phases αn of the N complex voltages are given in degrees by
αn = 22.5 ×

6


2q−3 hn+N +2 (q),

n = 1, 2, . . . N

(7)

q=1

so that the corresponding gene encodes αn in steps of 5.625◦ .
Variations on this scheme can of course be introduced if desired:
in the frame of this piece of work, use of a 6-bit code for |Vn | and
αn was convenient for practical reasons related to implementation
of beam-forming network using digital commercial attenuators and
phase shifters, respectively. Note, however, that using too few
bits will mean that the solution space is sampled too coarsely for
eﬀective optimizations, and that using too many bits may render the
optimization process very slow.
For the examples presented below, where the antenna switches the
power pattern from a pencil to a ﬂat-topped beam (linear array) or to a
footprint pattern (planar array), optimization is performed to minimize
a cost function C(χ) containing terms controlling the performance of
both pencil and ﬂat-topped/footprint beams achieved with a given
chromosome χ:
C(χ) = c1 Δp H(Δp ) + c2 Δf t H(Δf t ) + c3 Δf t H(Δf t )

(8)

with:
Δp = SLL◦p (χ) − SLLdp
Δf t = SLL◦f t (χ) − SLLdf t
Δf t = Ripple◦f t (χ) − Rippledf t
where H is the Heaviside step function that is used to penalize a
maximum sidelobe level SLL◦ (χ) or ripple level Ripple◦f t (χ) of the
patterns, corresponding to χ, and exceeding the speciﬁed tolerable level
(SLLd and Rippledf t ). The subscripts p and ft indicate the pencil beam
and the ﬂat-topped/footprint beam, respectively. The coeﬃcients ci
determine the relative weight given to each term. Additional terms
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for parameters such as directivity, beamwidth, or variation of active
impedances of driven elements when the antenna switches between
patterns, could be also included in (8), if desired.
Calculations were performed using a program incorporating
SUGAL modules [14]. It was found suﬃcient to use a population of 300
chromosomes. Population size was constant, with ranked replacement
of parents bettered by their oﬀspring. Oﬀspring were generated by onepoint crossover and the inclusion of one mutation of every chromosome.
The ﬁnal solution is obtained after 200 generations.
4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
4.1. Linear Array
In the ﬁrst example, we consider a linear array composed by 30 λ/2dipoles parallel to the z axis and equispaced λ/2 along the x axis. A
ground plane is located λ/4 behind the array (at y = −λ/4, according
to the geometry shown in Fig. 1). To reduce the number of variables
in the optimisation process, all the design parameters are supposed to
be symmetric with respect to the centre of the array.
This antenna will switch its radiation pattern from a pencil to a
ﬂat-topped broadside beam by using the switches conﬁgurations shown
in Table 1 (as previously stated, the value ‘1’ indicates a driven element,
whereas the value ‘0’ indicates a parasitic one).
Table 1. Conﬁgurations of the switches for pencil and ﬂat-topped
beams synthesised by a linear array of 30 λ/2-dipoles. N − P denotes
the number of driven elements in each conﬁguration.

N-P
Switches
configuration

Pencil beam

Flat-topped beam

28

8

111111111110111111011111111111 000000001001011110100100000000

Figure 6 shows the patterns radiated by this antenna: a with a
−18.5 dB sidelobe level and a ﬂat-topped beam pattern with 42 deg.
beamwidth measured at −3 dB, ±0.6 dB of ripple and SLL = −17.0 dB.
The maximum variation of the active impedance of driven elements
obtained in this case is |ΔRe(ZnA )|max = 40.2 Ω and |ΔIm(ZnA )|max =
47.6 Ω. Since the ﬂat-topped beam is generated by switching oﬀ many
elements its power is 12.5 dB less than the power of the pencil beam.
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Figure 6. Patterns radiated in the θ = π/2 plane by a 30-element
linear array of dipoles using the switches conﬁgurations of Table 1.
Pencil beam; dotted line; Flat-topped beam: solid line. A ground
plane is located λ/4 behind the driven array.
In a new optimization (whose data are not referred in the paper)
the maximum variation of the active resistance can be greatly reduced
to |ΔRe(ZnA )|max = 14.7 Ω, at the expense of increasing the variation
of active reactance |ΔIm(ZnA )|max = 62.5 Ω and slightly reducing the
performance of the patterns (a pencil beam with −17.3 dB sidelobe
level and a ﬂat-topped beam with −16.6 dB sidelobe level and a ripple
of ±0.7 dB).
Using the same antenna array, it was possible to switch its
radiation pattern from a pencil beam with a SLL = −20 dB to a pencil
beam with a SLL = −30 dB by modifying the state of two switches
only.
4.2. Planar Array
In this example we consider a square-meshed array with 0.6λ interelement spacing composed by 6 × 6 λ/2-dipoles parallel to the z axis
and placed on the y = 0 plane (Fig. 1). As in the previous example,
a ground plane is located λ/4 behind the planar array. To reduce
the number of variables in the optimisation process, we used quadrant
symmetry in calculation of all the design parameters.
By using the switches conﬁgurations shown in Table 2, the antenna
will switch its radiation pattern from a pencil beam to a square
footprint occupying the region −0.25 ≤ u ≤ 0.25, −0.25 ≤ w ≤ 0.25,
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Table 2. Conﬁgurations of the switches for pencil and square footprint
beams synthesised by a planar array of 6×6 λ/2-dipoles. N −P denotes
the number of driven elements in each conﬁguration.
Pencil beam

Square footprint pattern

N-P

28

20

Switches
configuration

110011
111111
011110
011110
111111
110011

001100
001100
111111
111111
001100
001100

where u = sin θ cos φ and w = cos θ.
Figure 7 shows the patterns radiated by this antenna: a pencil
beam with a −17.0 dB sidelobe level and a footprint pattern with
±0.4 dB of ripple in the target square and SLL = −15.2 dB. The
maximum variation of the active impedance of driven elements
obtained in this case is |ΔRe(ZnA )|max = 8.9 Ω and |ΔIm(ZnA )|max =
16.8 Ω. In this case the power of the footprint pattern is 5.9 dB less
than the power of the pencil beam.
0.0

0.0

-4.0

-4.0

-8.0

-8.0

P (dB)

P (dB)

-12.0

-12.0

-16.0
-1.0
-0.5

-20.0
1.0
0.0

0.5
0.0
u

-16.0
-1.0
-0.5

-20.0
1.0

w

0.0

0.5

0.5

0.0
u

-0.5

1.0
-1.0

w

0.5
-0.5

1.0
-1.0

A

B

Figure 7. Patterns radiated by a 6×6-element planar array of dipoles
using the switches conﬁgurations of Table 2. A (left) pencil beam;
B (right) footprint pattern occupying the square −0.25 ≤ u ≤ 0.25,
−0.25 ≤ w ≤ 0.25 (u = sin θ cos φ, w = cos θ). A ground plane is
located λ/4 behind the driven array.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
Presented results show that, by means of a suitable genetic algorithm,
beam reconﬁguration using an array composed by parallel dipoles can
be achieved without requiring the design of complex beamforming
networks. The antenna changes its radiated pattern just by modifying
the state of some switches that connects the dipoles to its feed. In
a practical case, where the use of ON/OFF switches would change
the load of the signal path and hence the impedance matching of the
antenna array, implementation of SPDT switches would mitigate this
issue [20]. The method is useful for applications that require real-time
reconﬁgurability.
In the presented examples, the antenna switches the power pattern
from a pencil to a ﬂat-topped beam using a linear array, and from
a pencil beam to a square footprint using a planar array. However,
the proposed technique may be applied to any other desired radiation
pattern reconﬁguration.
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